
PROFIT ANALYSIS OF SOUTHWEST AIRLINE

24, /PRNewswire/ -- Southwest Airlines Co. Fourth quarter net income and earnings per diluted share of $ million .. This
news release contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the.

Even with a big uptick in nonfuel unit costs, the company is on pace to expand its profit margin again in the
first quarter. Factors that could cause these differences include, but are not limited to, the factors described
under the heading "Risk Factors" in the Company's most recent Annual Report on Form K and in other filings,
and as described in the press releases and other materials contained on this website. Yet staying stuck in a year
old mindset stifles innovation, which is something Southwest needs to focus on in order to remain relevant in
the long term. Southwest Airlines Threats 1. In addition, information regarding special items, ROIC, and
economic results is included in the accompanying reconciliation tables. Even if you are the low-cost provider
in your market, that doesn't mean you should also be the lowest priced provider. And it's amazingly effective.
Southwest was by far 1 among Marketing Carriers. He is an avid stock-market watcher and a value investor at
heart. Unfortunately, this process has ground to a halt due to the government shutdown. Southwest argues that
not neatly fitting into a mould is part of its renegade image. Simple enough, right? Southwest Airlines also
continued to make progress toward achieving "ETOPS" authorization -- which is necessary for the carrier's
long-awaited Hawaii flights -- during the fourth quarter. That's not a typo. Cost inflation slowed as well,
enabling Southwest Airlines to expand its operating margin excluding special items by nearly 1 percentage
point. But Southwest needs to define itself for the long term in light of the rise of ULCCs and the product
evolution taking place within the industry. And with cost trends on track to improve as the year progresses,
profit growth could continue to accelerate at Southwest Airlines. Data source: Southwest Airlines Q4 earnings
release. The airline is no longer really low-fare or low-cost, but does not offer any of the amenities of hybrid
or full service airlines. The Company assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements as a
result of new information, future events, or developments, except as required by federal securities laws. Tax
savings from the tax reform legislation contributed hundreds of millions toward our earnings and record
operating cash flow in  Perhaps the most renegade change it needs is for its "family" to undertake a mindset
change. See related report: Southwest Airlines: solid financial performance for FY, but challenges are piling
up 3.


